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Solution 2
Enhanced Collaborative Capabilities -
ProcuSphere provides a centralised
platform for Procurement Managers
and suppliers to communicate, share
information and collaborate in real-
time using its built-in messaging
system . 

ProcuSphere is a cloud-hosted platform
that offers smart supplier and contract

management solutions. 

Solution 3
Effective Compliance Management -
ProcuSphere ensures supplier
compliance with quality and safety
standards. In addition, it promotes
procurement responsibility with its
carbon emission tracker.

Solution 1
Mobile Accessibility - ProcuSphere is
designed to optimise usage on
mobile devices, making it easier for
Procurement Managers and suppliers
to stay connected and engaged,
whenever and wherever they are. 
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As you navigate through the ProcuSphere
features, you will experience the ease and
comfort of doing less for a higher output

and shorter time. 

With instant access to the
ProcuSphere application on any
device, you can update all your

suppliers and contract
information, check suppliers

compliances, raise an issue, or
rate the performance of your
suppliers anywhere, anytime.

 

With the availability of API, you
can have painless integration
with other platforms within a

short period of time.
 

Using one of the best cloud
hosting providers, Amazon Web

Services (AWS), you can be
confident that your company will

experience zero downtime and
your data will be safely stored
with secure data encryption.

With our professional, friendly IT
team behind you supporting

you right from implementation
to daily supplier operations,

your business will be well
equipped to deliver expert

services to your clients.
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ProcuSphere creates a Supplier

Performance Review culture within
organisations. These days, consumers
make their buying decisions based on

supplier ratings. Enterprise buyers
should do the same. 

 
With ProcuSphere, the performance
ratings of the suppliers are visible to

everyone in the organisation, enabling
them to make wise buying decisions.

With instant access on any device - one
can can do a performance review of

suppliers anywhere, anytime.  
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